
 

TCM 300 COMPETITOR PACKAGE 
**All Times Atlantic (9pm Atlantic is 8pm Eastern) 

Sunday, November 14th - Practice Day 

12pm to 12am - Open Practice (Four Hour Sessions - 12pm, 4pm, 8pm) 

Monday, November 15th - Qualifying Night One 

8pm - Practice Opens 

9pm - Qualifying (One Lap) 

Heat Racing (Up to Five - 12 Laps) 

Last Chance Qualifiers (Up to Two - 25 Laps) 

Feature - 100 Laps 

Tuesday, November 16th - Qualifying Night Two 

8pm - Practice Opens 

9pm - Qualifying (One Lap) 

Heat Racing (Up to Five - 12 Laps) 

Last Chance Qualifiers (Up to Two - 25 Laps) 

Feature - 100 Laps 

Wednesday, November 17th - “Dash For Cash” Night 

8pm - Practice Opens 

8:30pm - Heat Races (Two Heats - 10 Laps) 

Twin 50s 

Thursday, November 18th - “Rebuy Night” Last Chance Qualifier  

8pm - Practice Opens 

9pm - Qualifying (One Lap) 

Heat Races (12 Laps) 

Last Chance Qualifiers (25 Laps) 

Feature - 100 Laps 

Friday, November 19th - TCM 300 

8pm - Practice Opens 

9pm - TCM 300 



 

REGISTRATION NOTES 

- Entry fee is $15 per driver. The “Re-buy” Last Chance Qualifier will have an additional $5 entry fee. 

Payments can be made via Paypal or eTransfer. Entry fees are non-refundable.  

- TCM Special Events drivers who had more than 20 starts in 2020-21 will have priority over car numbers. 

- Driver will have choice of Monday or Tuesday night for their qualifying night.  

- Drivers will have an option to opt-in for the Wednesday, November 17th Dash for Cash. The Dash for Cash 

is a $20 entry fee with the winner of each race receiving 50% of the pot. Example, if 20 drivers enter, each 

race will pay $200 to win. A maximum of 24 drivers will be accepted. Invitations will be sent based on 

registrations on November 1st. Payment will be asked for during the first week of November. Race will be 

broadcast on Vidane TV. PLEASE DO NOT PAY YOUR DASH FOR CASH REGISTRATION UNTIL IT IS ASKED 

FOR! 

- This is the first of three Triple Crown Events on the 2021 schedule. The second race will take place in late 

January with the third taking place in late March. 

- All money denominations are listed in Canadian dollars. All advertised times are Atlantic.  

- Drivers must accept league invitations no later than one hour prior to practice on race night. Failure to do 

so resulting in conflicting car numbers could result in penalty. 

- Please be respectful to race officials, broadcasters and sponsors of this event. Failure to do so could result 

in penalty.   

- TCM 300 will be broadcast on Vidane TV on Friday, November 19th. Additional qualifying nights will be 

broadcast if marketing partners or sponsors can be found. 

- The TCM 300 is a fixed setup event with the setup released by November 1st. The TCM Dash for Cash is an 

open setup race. Weather will be released at the same time as the fixed setup for the TCM 300.  

- Communication for this event will be done primarily through the iRacing League Page system - make sure 

you have emails turned on.  

PURSE (BASED ON 60 PAID ENTRIES) 

1st - $250; 2nd - $100; 3rd - $75; 4th - $60; 5th - $50; 6th - $40; 7th to 9th - $30 10th to 12th - $25; 13th to 15th - 

$20; Total Purse - $900. 

Qualifying Night Features Pay $25 to win. Last Chance Qualifier Pays $25 to first driver not to transfer to TCM 300. 

  



 

RACE PROCEDURE NOTES 

- Race will have race controlled yellow flags. If the incident is a single car spin, chances are the yellow will 

not be thrown unless the car is in the line of traffic. If a single car spins and does not attempt to get going 

or use a tow to the pits and it triggers a yellow flag, race officials will hold the car under green for a 

minimum of five laps.  

- “Modified Tap” rule is in effect. If you feel like you caused the incident to bring out the caution, you have 

the right to tap within the first lap of caution to claim the caution. If rule is not used and no blatant reason 

can be found by race officials for the cause of caution, incident will be deemed no fault and offending 

parties will go to the rear of the field for the restart.  

- If a driver is the direct cause of three caution flags or involved in four yellow flags, they will be disqualified 

from the event. Race control has the right to park any driver they deem is a hinderance to the racing 

program.  

- All starts and restarts are on leader and are sim controlled. Penalties for jumping starts will not be 

cleared. Listen to your in-sim spotter to figure out where you need to be lined up.  

- The general rule of thumb is that black flags will not be cleared. We will look at most incidents but it’s 

simple - don’t do anything the sim doesn’t like and you won’t receive a penalty! 

- If you would like to have a level headed conversation with your peers in the race session, that is ok. 

Anything past that could result in chat privileges being pulled, a black flag to the driver or both. 

- Aggressive driving, even if it does not cause an incident, could warrant a warning from race control.  

- Any last lap incidents could result in the finishing order being altered based on the incident(s).  

- Additional rules or procedures will be communicated via the iRacing League Page, the TCM Facebook Page 

or TimsCorner.ca.  

 

HOW TO MAKE THE TCM 300? 
• Each qualifying night will transfer ten (10) drivers directly to the TCM 300. They will start the 

race based off the way they finished on Monday or Tuesday.  

• The “Re-buy” Last Chance Qualifier will transfer the top four to the TCM 300, starting in 

positions 21st to 24th on the grid. 

• A provisional for the highest overall finishing TCM Dash for Cash competitor not already 

qualified for the TCM 300 will start 25th. Driver must have attempted to qualify for the 300, 

make every attempt to do so and finished in the top five in the Dash for Cash. 

• Tim’s Corner Motorsports will fill the 26th and final starting position in the race.  


